A stochastic iterative algorithm approximating second-order information using von Neumann series is discussed. We present an improved and simplified convergence analysis, in contrast to a similar algorithm and its analysis, LISSA. The algorithm is primarily suitable for training large scale linear models, where the number of data points is very large. Two novel analyses, one showing space independent linear convergence, and one showing conditional quadratic convergence are discussed. In numerical experiments, the behavior of the error is similar to the second-order algorithm L-BFGS, and it performs better than a similar algorithm LISSA.
Introduction
With the advent of "Big Data" age, the need for novel, fast and robust optimization algorithms becomes ever more prevalent. The two most common classes of optimization algorithms are firstorder methods which utilize only gradient information, and on the other hand second-order methods, which incorporate curvature information from the objective function. In this paper, we explore the possibility of using the von Neumann approximation series as a tool to iteratively build up secondorder information for efficient optimization methods.
Many supervised learning problems can be formulated as empirical risk minimization,
where {z i , y i } are data points lying in R d , with associated labels y i ∈ R. The optimization variable x ∈ R d is the parametrization of the model that one seeks to determine by solving the following unconstrained minimization problem,
We focus on the scenario when the number of data points is much larger than the dimension of the problem i.e. n ≫ d. In this scenario, the methods that belong to standard optimization routines are SGD [2] , dual SDCA [14] or more advanced algorithms such as SVRG [5] , SAGA [4] , SAG [13] , or S2GD [6] , which collectively belong to the school of first-order methods. In Big Data optimization, the school of second-order optimization is represented by L-BFGS [7] algorithm, and many of its varieties. Apart from L-BFGS, recently, ideas of sub-sampling the Hessian formed a plethora of algorithms in literature [12, 11, 10, 8] .
We propose a method where access to unbiased estimates of a Hessian
is assumed. These estimates can be used to iteratively build the second-order information by exploiting the well known von Neumann series approximation (3). In fact, our method builds asymptotically inverse Hessian in the expectation. One can contrast this approach to SGD, where gradients are sampled, and in expectation true gradient is built. In our analysis, we assume exact gradient information and the Hessian matrix is sampled. However, an extension to inexact first-order information could be feasible as well.
Remark 1 ([3]).
For a matrix A ∈ R d×d such that A 0 and A 2 ≤ 1 we have that
LISSA algorithm
A very similar idea to ours has been presented in [1] with slight differences in the algorithm formulation. The main focus of [1] was on averaging the estimators of Hessian to gain better estimation properties utilizing the theory of concentration inequalities. Their analysis of the algorithm requires warm start by gradient descent to prove linear convergence to the optimum. The algorithm LISSA from [1] will not be reviewed here, but essentially it consist of two parts parametrized by two parameters, S 1 and S 2 . The parameter S 2 denotes the number of Hessian samples used to build one estimate and S 1 denotes number of repetitions of this step. In numerical experiments, however, authors set S 1 = 1 corresponding to the absence of averaging.
Contributions
In this work, we present two new simplified convergence analyses of the stochastic second-order algorithm that builds approximation of a inverse Hessian using unbiased samples of a Hessian matrix. We show more intuitive convergence rates than a similar algorithm [1] under milder mathematical conditions. Namely, we do not require initial convergence to a closed proximity of an optimum to show linear convergence, and in addition, we show conditional quadratic convergence given a specific condition on a gradient of the objective. Our formulation of the algorithm does not require the notion of averaging, and thus reduces the number of parameters needed to perform the theoretical analysis. Additionally, the theoretical formulation of our algorithm is more closely aligned with its practical execution.
Algorithm
In order to define the algorithm formally, we first have to introduce a concept of an index sampling i.e. set-valued random variable. We closely follow the notation and theory of sampling of [9] . Furthermore, we propose our first two crucial assumptions. The Assumption 1 might seem unnatural but we note that most of the problems can be recast such that it holds.
Definition 1 (ordered τ -independent sampling). An ordered τ -independent samplingŜ is an ordered random set-valued mapping with elements from [n] and with cardinality τ . In addition, the possible outcomes of this random variable are all equally probable. 
Assumption 2 (Hessian Samples). We assume existence of {X
To signify the x dependence, we denote these samples as∇ 2 f j (x) := X j .
The Algorithm is presented in 1. The step-size is fixed before. The usual parameter used is c = 1. Additionally, we present two versions of the algorithm, practical and theoretical. If Hessians samples are independent of x k the practical version of the algorithm can be used, where previous estimates of Hessian can be reused. In the other, more general case, a full estimator has to be rebuilt from the start, which can be grossly inefficient. In such cases, the series must be truncated for practical purposes. SampleŜ to get
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A concrete example of the empirical risk minimization problem which fulfills Assumptions 1 and 2 is ridge regression fitting with a cost function 
Minimizing the above on both sides in h gives:
where x * denotes the minimum point of f .
Matrix Notation
One of the contributions of our work is introduction of a new notation to prove the convergence results presented in Definition 2.
Definition 2 (Matrix Definition of the update). Let X i be a matrix valued random variable such that E[X i ] = ∇f 2 (x) andŜ be an ordered τ -independent sampling such that |S| = kτ , then define In the second experiment on the real dataset all parameters were equal to 3. ISSA was run without the decreasing step size.
Lemma 1. Let us have the same assumptions as in Definition 2,
E[R k ] − (∇ 2 f (x)) −1 2 2 ≤ (1 − α) kτ α(7)
Linear Convergence
Theorem 1. Let Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 be satisfied then the algorithm converges to the optimum denoted x * with c = β
k linearly in expectation with rate,
Note than in contrast to the results of [1] , we prove linear convergence without the need to converge to sufficient vicinity of the optimum. However, the result is much worse than a standard gradient descend with rate α β , and is only the consequence of the Hessian scaling, or Hessian correction not interfering to such extent as to hinder the optimization.
Quadratic Convergence
Theorem 2. Let Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 be satisfied, and additionally let α
then the algorithm improves the number of significant digits quadratically when run with c = 1.
We would like to remark that the last condition for Theorem 2 is rather artificial, and is hardly satisfied for the whole duration of the optimization; if at all. However, empirical results from [1] , as well as ours, show a very steep initial convergence to the optimum, which might hint that in such circumstances the conditions of the theorem is satisfied and is the consequence of the initial rapid decrease. For example, consider, τ large , β = 1 and α ≥ 1/3, then we see that a suitably chosen starting point could lead to gradient fulfilling the condition allowing for very fast convergence.
Numerical Results
The experiment was performed on Lenovo Laptop with processor Intel i7 2.6 GHz. We used the numerical linear algebra library Eigen as the main backbone for our implementation. We show one experiment fitting least squares estimator in Figure 1 with artificial dataset that where the design matrix elements are sampled from truncated standard normal distribution, and logistic regression on mushroom dataset 1.
Conclusion
We presented an iterative stochastic second-order optimization algorithm that iteratively builds an approximation to Hessian inverse via Neumann Series. We have provided two analyses of the conver-gence properties of the algorithm. One of those shows linear convergence under milder conditions than previous results and one analysis which might shed light on the very fast initial convergence of the method. The numerical experiment shows that our method matches L-BFGS performance.
Proof of Theorem 2.
Lastly, (6) implies,
where l is the index such that the (10) still holds.
